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Creating Business and Dialogue

Over the past decades, China’s fast growing
economy has emerged as one of the most
important markets in the world: the 4th
largest world economy, the 3rd biggest
exporter and the EU’s 2nd largest trading
partner.

Understanding China –
Creating Business and Dialogue!
To sustain a high level of competitiveness of
European SMEs, improving the understanding
of new/emerging markets like China is crucial.
Through a targeted training programme the
programme will therefore create a network
of China experts in European business
representative organisations. By ‘training
the trainers’ a vast number of companies
will benefit from higher quality services and
up-to-date information from their business
organisations.

An enhanced policy dialogue on China
between all relevant stakeholders in the EU
- SMEs, business intermediaries, academia,
think tanks and policy makers - will be
strongly encouraged through an active
exchange of knowledge, experience and best
practices.

The Offer

An enhanced POLICY DIALOGUE among EU
stakeholders:

A TRAINING PROGRAMME for European SME
business representatives:

18
 SME roundtables across the EU

1 3 annual cycles
1 each with 4 modules
1 both in the EU and China:
1 on-line distance learning to link
the modules
1 development of a business plan

1 1 annual high level conference in
Brussels
1 an interactive website with interesting
and interactive input and up-to-date news
articles
1 a China Advisory Council

The duration of the Understanding China
programme is 3.5 years (01.2009-06.2012).
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Policy Dialogue

Policy Dialogue

Active Debate

An interactive programme website to
enhance the policy dialogue:

A high-level China Advisory Council:

1 act as an intelligence hub cumulating
existing China information

1 to provide the European Commission with
recommendations

High-level conferences “Policy Summits”:

1 with up-to-date news articles on China

1 on SME policy issues related to China

1 in the heart of Europe (Brussels)

1 enhance dialogue on EU-China issues
among relevant stakeholders

1 act as a sounding board for new initiatives

1 at a prestigious location

1 during regular meetings

1 on a current topic on EU-China relations

1 allow an exchange of views and debate

A range of EVENTS to encourage an active
debate on EU-China relations:

1 organised annually by Friends of Europe

1 provide a platform for publications

1 with participants from business, politics,
academia, NGOs, media, etc.

1 open to everyone interested in EU-China
business relations

1 inviting an interactive debate

Eight SME Roundtables across the EU:
1 organised by leading European Chambers
of Commerce
1 in France, the Netherlands, Italy, Sweden,
Spain, Germany, Malta and the Czech
Republic
1 on relevant topics for businesses dealing
with the Chinese market: IPR, Market
Access, Clean Technologies, Investment
1 allowing SMEs to interactively discuss
and debate with different stakeholders
1 developing recommendations which
will be published and handed to the EU
institutions
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Training Programme

Clear benefits for both the participant and the organisation:
1 i n-house expertise on Chinese business
and culture

1 be part of a network of a select group
of China experts

1 r aise the profile of your organisation

1 support in the development of your
services for SMEs

1 e xtensive network of relevant contacts
in China

The Training Programme

A TRAINING for employees of business
representative organisations:

Theoretical and a practical in-depth
knowledge of:

1 30 participants per year

1 recent developments in the Chinese
economy

1 module-based training
1 designed specifically according to the
needs of the participants
1 regular and intensive seminars
(in English) organised by the University
of Antwerp Management School

1 Chinese business culture
1 different aspects of doing business
in China
1 company and study visits

1 t horough and up-to-date knowledge
of one of the most attractive markets
for companies

1 improved and more targeted services
for your members
1 unique experience for your personal
and professional development

Are you an employee of a business representative organisation
(EU, EEA, Candidate Country) providing services to SMEs?
And are you working on China related issues?
Then check out the full eligibility criteria on the Understanding China website

www.understandingchina.eu
Only 30 seats available per cycle

1 business plan development

1 in both the EU and China (Antwerp,
Shanghai, Beijing, Brussels)

Download the Application Form from the Understanding China website

1 complemented by an online training
platform

NOW!

1 an on-the-spot study visit
1 to turn them into China experts

www.understandingchina.eu

For more information:

www.understandingchina.eu
The “Understanding China” programme is being implemented by EUROCHAMBRES,
the Association of European Chambers of Commerce and Industry, leading a consortium of 11 partners.
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This document has been produced with the financial assistance of the European Union.
The contents of this document are the sole responsibility of EUROCHAMBRES
and can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting the position of the European Union.
The details in this programme may be subject to change.
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The consortium is furthermore supported by the bilateral Chambers of Germany, Italy, France and Benelux in China, and a group
of 12 Knowledge Partners across Europe.

